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Knut writes about Germany
Germany lies in the heart of Europe and has a population of 82 million
inhabitants. Some refer to it as the country of poets and thinkers. Johann
Wolfgang Goethe, the best known German poet and writer lived for
many years in Weimar. The famous composer Beethoven was born in
Bonn, and one of the oldest universities in the world (founded in 1419) is found in
Rostock which is a city in the north of Germany.
Germany is one of the biggest countries in Europe.
German, which is the official language, is not only
spoken in Germany but also in Austria, Switzerland and
Liechtenstein.
Berlin is the capital city of Germany. Tourists visiting the
capital can enjoy many sightseeing attractions, amongst
others the Berlin Wall which used to divide East and West Germany during the Cold War. If
you ever visit Berlin make sure that you taste the “Currywurst”. This is a pork sausage
with curry ketchup that is cut into small pieces and usually served with French fries.
Germany consists of 16 different regions, each with its own capital
city. I’m sure you have for instance heard about the popular football
team “FC Bayern Munich” (FC Bayern München). Bayern is the
biggest region in Germany with Munich being its capital city. Munich is
well known for the “Oktoberfest” which is the biggest folk festival in the
world. More than 5 million people attend this event each year and a lot of beer is
consumed!
This tradition and many others are valued by the German people. Cologne is a city famous for its
cathedral and for its carnival!
Another big city is Hamburg, situated in the north of Germany. In Hamburg
there is one of the largest harbours in Europe and is a major cruise ship hub. Leipzig
in the State of Saxony is famous for its Opera House and for its
modern zoo.
If you love nature and enjoy mountains, forests, rivers and
lakes, it’s good to know that Germany has it all! Have you
ever heard of the Black Forest located near the city of Freiburg in
the southwestern region of Baden-Württemberg? And did you know that
the highest mountain in Germany is 2962 metres high and forms part of the Bavarian
Alps? As you go further North, the landscape becomes less mountainous and hilly.
Being a very big country, Germany has several airports that one can travel
to. The one in Frankfurt is a major airport and the busiest one in the
country. Lufthansa is a German airline that offers travelling to many
destinations all around the world.
Germany is certainly worth a visit. Knowing German to get around is
not a must but a big plus! Keeping in mind that German is the most widely spoken language
in the European Union, why not consider learning the language when you move to secondary
school? It will open up so many opportunities and you can get to know Germany and its
people better!

Verbs: Here are pictures showing Knut doing something. We have
written what he is doing in German. Now in the spaces given
write down in English or in Maltese the meaning of these verbs
by guessing what Knut is doing in each instance.

schwimmen

essen

trinken

tanzen

malen

fahren

lesen
fliegen

Summer is approaching and soon we will all go by the seaside. Can you fill in
the boxes with the correct words in German? Note that some words are very
similar to the English words. When you finish you will find the word for
STARFISH in German!
Sand - See - Delfin - Fisch - Hotel - Sonne - Eis - Sandburg
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Numbers: Let us learn the numbers from 1 to 10 in German
eins – zwei – drei – vier – fünf – sechs – sieben – acht – neun – zehn
Now write down in German how many animals you count in each row

s __ __ __ __

v __ __ __
s __ __ __ __ __

z __ __ __

n __ __ __

z __ __ __

f __ __ __

d __ __ __

e __ __ __

a __ __ __

Colours: Crack the code by writing the letter associated with the number in each of these
phrases!
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Example:
r __
o __
t wie das Feuer
0. __
2 11 7

Meaning: Red as the fire

1. __ __ __ __ __ __ __ wie die Nacht
9 5 10 13 1 2 16

4. __ __ __ __ wie die Maus
12 2 1 14

2. __ __ __ __ wie das Meer
15 4 1 14

5. __ __ __ __ __ wie die Tasche
15 2 1 14 8

3. __ __ __ __ wie die Banane
12 6 4 15

6. __ __ __ __ wie der Apfel
12 2 3 8

GERMAN-MALTESE CIRCLE COMPETITION
“LOS” PRIMAR - MAGAZINE FOR SCHOOLCHILDREN
The first 4 entries which will be drawn out by lot will win a Bagpack
Competition is open ONLY to children
attending Primary/Junior Schools from Year 5 and 6
Have you read the article on Page 1? Then you are able to fill in the blanks.
Here is a map of Germany- all you need to do is write down the names of the
cities related to the pictures shown in their respective boxes. See the example given.
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After completing the task given, fill in the information below and send this sheet ONLY to:
The German-Maltese Circle,
Messina Palace, 141, Triq San Kristofru, Valletta

Closing Date: 30th May 2016

The winners will be drawn by lot. The decision of the German-Maltese Circle is final and binding.
Write in block letters:
Name in full:
Address:

School:
Class:

Age:

Home or Mobile Tel. No.:

Data submitted may be used by the German-Maltese Circle in the promotion of its aims and activities.

“German is Easy and Fun”
Summer 2016
A project aimed at Year 5 and Year 6 schoolchildren
attending Primary Schools and intended to introduce schoolchildren to
Germany – its land, its people and its language.
For this purpose a programme of 10 lessons of 90 minutes each under the guidance of trained
teachers who will be using special games, materials and teaching aids has been prepared.
Lessons will take place at the German-Maltese Circle’s premises in Valletta. The fee is only
€50 for the whole course. Free handouts, together with a Certificate of Attendance will be
given to all children attending.
Application forms and
other information (including
schedule of lessons) can be
downloaded from our website:
www.germanmaltesecircle.org
or else contact us.
Applications will be treated
on a first come first served basis.
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Contact info:

The German-Maltese Circle
Messina Palace, 141, Triq San Kristofru, Valletta VLT 1465
Phone 21246967 or email: gmc@germanmaltesecircle.org
if you want us to send you more information.

